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Covid 19 Virus Pandemic1 
I’ve written this paragraph 10 times over the last week as the situation is fluid and 
changing by the hour.  
The main news of the month is of course the Covid 19 outbreak. This is 
unprecedented in history in rapidity of development, scale, and virulence. It has 
parallels with the 1918 influenza epidemic which killed 9000 kiwis, but we now 
have the advantage of 100 years development of medical sciences.  Science has 
already been able to fully map the virus genome and develop tests which allow a 
level of screening between the haves and have nots. Development of antidotes 
are underway.  Unfortunately, tests are rationed and take time which gives a period of uncertainty – hence the 
seemingly draconian impositions of home quarantine. If everyone plays their part, the virus could be burned off in a 
month or so. In the scheme of things this is not a big time investment to keep you safe. 
 

We had initially thought the isolation rules would allow non-contact outdoor activities like model flying. 
Unfortunately, this is not the case and you are likely to be stopped by Police and questioned if you leave the city 
boundary. TECT Park is closed.  Flying is therefore curtailed. 
 

Please treat this outbreak as serious.  
If you think that advised actions are over the top, in a month’s time you may look back and wish you had 

done more. 
 

Guidelines have been issued to members to minimise the risk of this disease being spread.  
In brief: 

• Wash your hands frequently with soap or use a sanitiser gel.  
Note – glow fuel is not an effective hand sanitiser! 

• Maintain minimum of 2m separation between people if you leave your place of isolation. 

• Discard and wash exterior clothing on return to your place of isolation. 

• Wipe communal surfaces with disinfectant, bleach, alcohol or peroxide solutions.  

• Report any symptoms or positive tests 

• Keep a logbook of contacts 

 
1 For an ongoing update on Covid-19 issues see :-  https://covid19.govt.nz/latest-updates./ 

This month’s Newsletter has a 
heavy emphasis on safety – 
Covid19, working at home and 
potential changes to Civil 
Aviation rules affecting model 
aviation. 
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A useful analogy is to imagine that you are constantly being sprinkled with radioactive dust, so you must wash hands 
and change clothes frequently to decontaminate yourself. 
 

The emerging statistics are that the risk of complications and fatality from this disease rises with age. Many of our 
members are at the high-risk end of the age bell curve. There is an additional risk if you already have respiratory 
issues such as asthma, cold, flu, pneumonia, legionnaires, COPD etc.  If you haven’t had a flue injection this year, get 
one soon. This will reduce the risk of Covid complications. 
 

Some of our members will be under considerable stress from the uncertainty and the lack of social contact. Please 
try to keep in contact with your mates and support them as best you can. Fortunately, in this era we have unlimited 
access to electronic communications which makes it much easier. Make use of the club Facebook page to share 
ideas, and show your projects. 
 

Cancellations - Our AGM on 1st April is cancelled and voting will be held via electronic means. Indoor Flying this 
season is also cancelled as the venue is closed. Currently the Auction in June is unaffected as this is outside the level 
4 timeframe. This could change. 
 

The good news is that while our members are confined home, this will provide an opportunity for numerous building 
projects. We look forward to some exciting new models when we are next able to get together. Also, the 
opportunity to spend hours on your simulator so we look forward to everyone being able to do low inverted or knife 
edge passes when we get back together. 

- - - //- - - 
 
Andy Avgas’ self isolation logbook 

• Day 2 – tea bags running low, changing to beer, 
sanded wing. 

• Day 3 – covered half a wing.  Chocolate supplies 
diminishing rapidly. Urgent resupply mission 1 
bottle of PVA, 10 sheets of balsa, 2 cartons of 

toilet rolls, 15 bars of chocolate. more beans, 27 litres of 
hand sanitiser, 

• Day 3 – no more beer, changing to coffee,  ran engine to 
get an all over sterilising methanol spray 

• Day 4 –coffee buzz all day,  finished covering wing.  
Inventory check:- Beans 2 cans, instant noodles 3 
packets, toilet rolls 4826. Bottles of plums 48. No 
chocolate. 

• Day 5 – Covid level 4 started. Fitted servos. Project now 
stalled as need paint and my daughter has my airbrush. 

• Day 6 – Evidence of plum overdose. It may be the beans. 
Started to recycle tea bags. Cleaned car - 5 hours. 

• Day 7 – Had an interesting conversation with a spider. He’s a web designer. 

• Day 8  - that balsa looks appetising   - - - - -  
 

Safety at Home  
 
Whilst we are all in lockdown the opportunity has 
arrived to get those model builds, nagging jobs and 
DIY projects underway at home. 
 

Please stop and take a minute to consider your 
current situation.  Having an accident may have 
even worse consequences than you first imagine. 
 

During the COVID-19 shutdown the medical 
services are stretched beyond belief and the 
Accident and Emergency rooms will likely to be full 
of people who have, or think they have contracted 
CONVID-19.   



 
“Did you know that around 
460 people were injured 
whilst using a tool at home 
each week last year, that is 
nearly 3 people an hour” 
 
We can’t wrap ourselves in 
bubble wrap and hide 
under the bed but we can 
recognise that we are in 
living under different 
circumstances than we 
would normally. 
 

Stop, think, choose.   
Pretty simple really. 
Stay safe, stay put, stay well 
 

Warbird Design 
A few months ago Prof. Flapbracket talked at a club night 
on design compromises in the Me109.  One of these 
included the requirement for the wheels to be attached 
to the fuselage to enable transport by rail. This led to very 
poor ground handling and more accidents on the ground 
than in the air. The Me109 cockpit was very tight, to the 
extent that there was not enough available stick 
movement for a high G recovery from a dive.   
The following links are about the FW 190. This was 
described as a “Dienstpferd”  (cavalry horse). While 
Spitfires, Me 109s and their ilk were highly bred machines 
requiring a lot of service resources, the FW 190 was a 
rugged utility machine designed for ease of operation and 
serviceability in the field. The following links give a 
background to the design philosophy: - 

Part 1  -https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QycCd3U4Hg 
Part 2  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yCN9juCGq5w 

An interesting revelation for me was the emphasis on pilot ergonomics and minimising the pilot workload. One of 
these innovations was the adoption of a mechanical (cams and levers) form of exponential control on the elevator 
and rudder. 

Other interesting links somewhat linked to aviation. 
• Wilga on steroids – 680 HP turbine powered bush plane . All you need is US$1million and 3000 hours input. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PqhI4MeCn1c&feature=youtu.be 

• Vintage Aviator WW1 aircraft. Well worth a trip to Hood aerodrome Masterton, or to Omaka Aviation 
Heritage Centre, Blenheim. - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4sVEb7rZncY 

• Planning to build a large scale Spitfire? Looking for a suitable motor?      
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0tOUQt5fem0&feature=share&fbclid=IwAR0g-
XpP95xCjY6bUoANDefrUY8uX-am_w6inrHE7jxXICH2MKXQydcTF8g 

 
Neil Attwood 

This month we lost Neil Attwood, one of our longest serving members. Neil has 
struggled with a cardiac condition for several years and it finally beat him. Neil served 
many roles within the club including Secretary and Instructor.  His family have arranged 
a quiet family funeral, and it was originally intended to have a remembrance event next 
month, to which his aeromodelling friends would  be invited. Unfortunately this is now 
on hold. 
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Civil Aviation Authority and Model Aircraft Safety 
Our hobby is a bit like chainsaw juggling. With that big whirly thing on the front there 
is always potential for nasty injuries if safety procedures are overlooked.  However, 
our track record has been exceptionally good. We have not incurred any serious 
injuries at TMAC over our 75-year history, and on a national basis the statistics show a 
very low rate of injury. You are far more likely to be stung by wasps, get gored by 
blackberry, trip over a rabbit hole, be chased by a pig, than have an injury from direct 
contact with a model aeroplane. 
Having said that, there is no reason to be complacent.  Despite our good track record, CAA are trying to introduce 
more levels of control over our hobby. CAA see no distinction between our activities, which are regulated by our 
“wings” regime, and the random acts of some drone flyer who buys a drone from Harvey Norman and then operates 
on an airfield approach path.  CAA’s concern is more related to the risk to full size aviation than to personal safety.  
MFNZ Secretary Jonathan Shore is in constant dialogue with CAA, MBIE, Airways Corp and others, seeking to have 
our activities recognised as a separate low risk class of aviation. (read the March Model Flying World for details). 
In this environment it is important that we maintain a low profile in accident statistics. Please be aware of club rules, 
identify any residual areas of risk, and help your mates who may have overlooked a safety issue. Let’s not have an 
incident which injures someone, or has the potential to bring the hobby into disrepute.       Safety first! 

 

Photo Gallery – Some Isolation Projects 
Dave’s latest build. → 
It’s a WW1 Junkers d1. 
Fitted with OS 60FS – old 
style four stroke with 
exposed valve rockers. 
 
The first 80% has been 
completed. The main 
structural frame is 
paulownia, with 
conventional balsa skin and 
ply reinforcement.   Only 
another 80% to go ! 

←Mike’s Tundra – one wing 
completed 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Bill’s Bidule 170.  → 
Specifically designed for glider tow. 3.5 mtrs 
wingspan. 22Kg flying weight. DLE 170 cc with 32" 
prop. The photo is a finished model. Bill’s has 
some way to go. 



Aerobatics day (report by apprentice reporter Mike Wilson) 
The second ever aerobatics competition held at TECT Park happened on March 14th and once again the weather 
turned it on for us. The day was a mixture of both IMAC and Pattern, everyone choosing one class to fly, so we could 
get 3 rounds through in the day. There was a good range of models and it did show that you could literally compete 
in the basic and sportsman classes with anything.  It was great to see a few club members taking part, especially 
Fraser and Dean for giving it a go and flying really well. Pretty sure our Fraser even managed to snatch a 2nd in his 
first (between cooking burgers?) ever competition. Also worthy a mention was Richard, who now flying in his second 
competition showed a obvious improvement, good to see that practice and maybe a more suitable model was 
helping. Once again Dom Clarke flew amazingly well, it's obvious that he will be a force in pattern in the future. Sadly 
due to the pandemic, Dom couldn't compete for NZ in the upcoming Trans-Tasman event. He really is doing 
well.  This was a thoroughly enjoyable comp and pilots appeared happy when they reviewed scores on their score 
sheets. Next time I will try and get the scores before writing a report! 

 

Technical Tip (contributed by Prof Flapbracket) 
Just finished covering a model. Normally I use shrink film and while it looks 
fantastic when first applied, after a few flights it starts to let go at the edges, or 
gets bubbly from the sun. The adhesive never seems to be strong enough. This 
time I acted on a tip from Auntie Google. First I applied a coat of traditional old 
fashioned sanding sealer.  Smells like nail varnish on steroids. If it doesn’t clear 

your headache it’ll give you one. Sanded to a mirror finish with 600 paper. Then I applied a coat 
of thinned down “Mod Podge”. This is sold by the craft stores for “decollage” whatever that is. 
It looks like white PVA but has the characteristic that when you run over it with your hot iron, it 
softens and then resticks. Used under covering film it gives much stronger adhesion than 
relying on the film backing alone.  It seems to work well and my covering now seems to be 
bonded securely.   Time will tell once we get a few flying hours back in. 
 

New Products for April 
➢ Centre of gravity adjustment -Hobbyking have recently stocked a very useful item for 

adjusting the centre of gravity of your model. These come in packs of 10 and in several 
different sizes to suit your model. To move your centre of gravity just peel and unstick and 
move to where you want it. Simple. Job done. No more adding lead to one end or helium to 
the other.  



➢  The Unfile - have you ever tried to file something to shape and found that you have gone 
too far and have to start again? The Unfile is like your ‘undo’ button on the computer. 
When the file is reversed each stroke will replace the metal removed from the previous 
stroke.  

➢ Left hand drills – you will have seen on TV an advert “wait there’s more” for left 
hand drills. These are indispensable for drilling left hand holes, and particularly when 
you want to cut a left-hand thread. Get yours now.  

➢ Clockwork battery charger - stuck at the field with a flat battery?. Help is at hand. 
Available from Banggood.  NZ$51 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
That’s all for this month.  Keep safe.  Look after your mates.  Send me lots of photos of your projects. 
Lets aim for some great flying when we are next able to go to TECT Park. 
 
 
 
 
 
Dave Marriott 
Editor 
 
 
 

 

 
Stay safe – please respect the self isolation regime 

 
 


